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rette is decreasing. The above table 1 shows that the distributor/wholesaler of different sampled consumer products are satisfied with different given factors except advertisement and labeling of product. Because the weighted mean value of these factors is below the average level whereas the mean value of other factors is above the average level. 
Results and Implications
4.1 Many consumer products are distributing all over the country. The main channels used are: producer to distributor to dealer/wholesaler to sub-dealer to retailer to consumer. Channel plays very significant role to extend the market. The main considerations while selecting channel are: market area, population, financial status, sales organization, local prestige, cash deposit etc. Similarly, consideration of geographic and demographic variables for market segmentation strategy is very much important in new product launching. Product elimination, overlap and replacement practice is not in use. 4.2 Sales trend of only 50% sampled new product is increasing. Sales of one third products is decreasing. The distributors are not so satisfied with promotional activities and product launching strategy of manufacturer. Business expansion and profit as well as creation of prestige in the society are the main objectives of distributor to sale new products. Market study practice of producer is not satisfactory but distributors are satisfied with many manufacturers' dealings. 4.3 Distributors are providing a lot of support to the manufacturer for new product success especially, through timely payment of invoice, cash purchase, market information supply, adequate vehicle facility, credit facility, mobilization of sales force, help in sales promotion, warehouse facility etc. Channel is suggesting to the producer to improve promotional activities, cost control, improvement on packaging, quality standardization, sick product replacement, joint meeting with channel, improvements in sales and distribution system etc. 4.4. It is necessary to satisfy to the channels by producer with regards to given factors.
Especially, advertisement and sales promotion of new product should highly improve. The manufacturer should improve their new product launching strategy also. 4.5. The scale of support by producers to channel must increase with regards to new product diffusion. Similarly, channel suggests that market study practice of new product by all manufacturers should perform regularly. Again, companies should improve the dealings with channels to increase their level of satisfaction. Producers and channel both should try to improve the positive attitude regarding to the new product. Overall satisfaction to channel is essential because market extension and sales volume of new product largely depends on it.
